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SRC Finds Flexible, Skilled Enterprise Linux Support with AlmaCare

Summary

By choosing AlmaLinux in tandem with 

AlmaCare, SRC gained a seamless migration 

from CentOS, flexible support options, and 

skilled support engineers – all while enabling 

the company to continue working with a 

community-driven enterprise Linux 

distribution that’s directly compatible with 

their clients’ environments.

The Challenge

SRC Inc. is a not-for-profit research and development company that serves several US 

government departments and agencies by designing, developing, and manufacturing a variety 

of advanced electronics and communications technologies as well as providing research and 

analysis of environmental chemistry and toxicology.

Linux has always been important to SRC. Not only do they use enterprise Linux to run 

compute infrastructure, but also for many of the target systems for the applications they 

build, internal infrastructure, enterprise applications, authentication servers, management 

servers, etc. The organization’s use of Linux is not only an internal preference from its 

engineers, but also an external requirement – as many of its contracts require a specific 

environment.

Having TuxCare be able to provide third-party support for 
AlmaLinux just made a lot of sense. It was very flexible for 
us, it got us exactly what we needed, and the end result is 
that we have a very strong third-party supported 
environment.
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- Tom Kurtz, Enterprise Solutions Architect at SRC
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The Solution

SRC’s search for a replacement to CentOS generated only a handful of potential distributions that 

could meet their needs. For many reasons, the company needed to stay enterprise Linux based. 

“A few of the possible choices bubbled up as the best options, AlmaLinux among those.”

The continuity of being able to easily transition from CentOS was critical in their decision to choose 

AlmaLinux, as well as the fact that AlmaLinux was set up as a community-supported distribution 

that was a bug-for-bug compatible distribution downstream from Red Hat – which the majority of 

their customers had the most familiarity with.

“A lot of the reasoning for choosing AlmaLinux was similar to why we wanted to use CentOS in the 

first place. You can now replace the word CentOS with AlmaLinux and everything still applies.”

When it came time to execute the technical migration from CentOS to AlmaLinux, the experience was 

quick and painless, as it was designed so that organizations could avoid having to rebase all their 

images and machines.

“Honestly, the technical migration was pretty easy. 

For starters, our imaging processes translated almost 

completely seamlessly. The kickstart files, the ISOs 

being referenced, and everything – it was pretty much 

a one-to-one transfer. We migrated production 

systems. We migrated Kubernetes clusters, a bunch of 

VMs, a hundred-node compute cluster, and, for the 

most part, we didn’t have to reimage anything.”

And, right from the start of transitioning to AlmaLinux, 

SRC was already in contact with TuxCare. The company 

eventually chose AlmaCare to ensure that any of their 

critical internal Linux-based processes and servers 

had additional administrative support outside of their 

core IT group.

For a number of years, SRC was mostly using CentOS 7. But, as the need and desire to use more 

Linux grew, they began to migrate to CentOS 8, which seemed like the obvious route to take at 

the time. Soon thereafter, however, the CentOS 8 end-of-life announcement was made, so the 

organization was suddenly faced with a need to find a replacement Linux distribution – as well 

as third-party support for whichever new distribution they would choose.

“In the open-source environment and open-source communities, you have to be flexible – so 

we just shifted.”
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I really like this setup with 
AlmaLinux and TuxCare, 
where we can put support 
on our critical 
infrastructure, but don’t 
need to add support where 
we don’t need it.

The Results

Using AlmaLinux in tandem with AlmaCare 

quickly proved to be an excellent choice for 

SRC that delivered the results they expected. 

“Having TuxCare be able to provide third-party 

support for AlmaLinux just made a lot of sense. 

It was very flexible for us, it got us exactly 

what we needed, and the end result is that we 

have a very strong third-party supported 

environment.”

For one, AlmaLinux enables them to continue 

working with their existing clients, who were 

mostly familiar with Red Hat environments, 

just as they were doing before. “AlmaLinux is 

directly compatible with Red Hat in many 

ways, so things like DISA requirements and 

STIGs can be applied and run in secure 

environments, just as we could with Red Hat or 

CentOS.”

The support they receive from TuxCare has 

met expectations and delivered exactly what 

the organization had hoped for. Since entering 

the AlmaCare contract with TuxCare, SRC has 

had the opportunity to use the services a 

couple of times. 

“It was what we expected. We got the support. 

It seemed like the support engineers were 

skilled and concerned about our problem and 

provided the support that we expected to 

receive.”

Moreover, TuxCare enabled SRC to customize their AlmaLinux support in ways that other 

enterprise support options wouldn’t be able to – offering them flexibility they couldn’t find 

elsewhere. 

“I really like this setup with AlmaLinux and TuxCare, where we can put support on our critical 

infrastructure, but don’t need to add support where we don’t need it – like to our developer 

environments that aren’t as critical.”
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Why TuxCare?

Waiting to apply security patches until you're ready to restart systems and devices is leaving your 

organization vulnerable and putting your compliance posture at risk. TuxCare's live patching 

solutions protect your Linux systems by rapidly eliminating vulnerabilities with no need to wait for 

maintenance windows or downtime. With TuxCare, IT teams can automate the process of taking 

new patches through staging, testing, and production on all popular Linux distributions.

TuxCare features flawless interoperability with vulnerability scanners, security sensors, and 

automation and reporting tools, as well as our ePortal management platform – a dedicated private 

patch server that runs inside your firewall on premise or in the cloud. TuxCare is the only provider 

that can live patch security vulnerabilities in kernels, shared libraries, virtualization platforms, and 

open-source databases across all popular distributions.

L E A R N  M O R E  A T

https://tuxcare.com/live-patching-services/


